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He is one of the most sought after Economists in the GCC 
region. On a regular basis, he is being called on by host of 
international & regional media channels such as BBC, CNN, 
FOX, CNBC and Bloomberg for sharing his opinion and for 
seeking his expert comments on recent developments and 
issues in economics, banking, environment etc. He is also a 
visiting faculty for European University and Washington 
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He is a prolific reader, speaker and writer and has also
contributed to various news articles. He is also very active in
promoting economic cooperation and cross border investment
opportunities between the GCC and other regions across the
globe. He actively shares his knowledge and experience and is
committed to corporate social responsibility by proactively
contributing towards social causes besides his initiatives towards
creating a knowledge-society 
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SYNOPSIS

This research material discusses the scenario prevailing 
in the Global economy and provides a glimpse on the 
effects of the global financial crisis and the significant 
measures taken under the theme of 'God's Global 
Governance'. The research t o u c h e s  upon various
areas which require attention from macro-economic 
perspective and regulatory framework on account of the 
global financial crisis and the growing need in the 
establishment of Global Governance. It further discusses 
the challenges and the lessons learnt from the Eurozone 
crisis, the issues faced by the emerging economies and 
the measures taken by various Central Banks of 
Advanced Economies to protect their currencies in
recent years and the implications of the initiatives. Other 
significant aspects covered are, the measures taken by 
real economies such as Qatar and other GCC countries 
after the crisis and the impact of Arab Spring, insights 
on Green economies and the importance of 
Governance in encouraging sustainability. 
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The US Debt ceiling issue may emerge again in the last quarter of 2013. The concerns 
on account of possible tapering of stimulus measures by US Federal Reserve have 
created huge swings in the financial markets of developing economies. The risk of 
stagflation and financial markets volatility challenges the growth and financial stability in 
Asian and emerging economies. The middle-east tensions, particularly from Syria and 
Egypt have kept the oil price at high levels and could threaten global economic recovery 

In emerging market economies, policymakers should be ready to effectively deal with 
trade declines and a high volatility of capital flows. If we look closely, there are definite 
signs that we are now in the second phase of the global financial crisis. Lessons learnt 
from the initial wave of the crisis should be used effectively to reduce the impact on the 
global economy. And this is exactly where a firm global governance framework will 
come into play. If a transparent and fool - proof governance system is in place, the new 
wave will definitely pass without causing major damage. The key short-term challenge 
for emerging and developing economies is how to appropriately calibrate 
macroeconomic policies to address the significant downside risks from advanced 
economies. Emerging and developing economies should also prepare themselves to 
address the risks impacting their financial stability arising from tapering of stimulus 
measures by US Federal Reserve. 

The financial services industry has also been subject to more challenges such as the 
Anti- Money Laundering (AML) Compliance  issues and  the LIBOR  Rigging Issue. In 
August 2012, there were allegations that the Standard Chartered banking unit violated 
US anti-money laundering laws by scheming with Iran to hide more than US$250 billion 
worth of transactions. In July 2012, HSBC was alleged to have acted as financier to 
clients seeking to route   shadowy funds from the world's most secretive corners such 
as Mexico, Iran and the Cayman Islands etc. With globalization and the dissolution of 
exchange control barriers combined with more sophisticated avenues of investments 
like derivatives and mutual funds taking shape, tracking suspicious transactions has 
become more challenging. Banks and other financial institutions need  to be  more 
diligent and  vigilant in monitoring these threats. Corporate mismanagement counters 
sound governance principles. It has to be understood that a firm can exist in the long 
run only with an unambiguous corporate governance framework in place. 

The LIBOR rigging issue also shook the financial industry. Traders at several banks 
may have engaged in insider trading, and banks may have been responsible for a 
manipulation during the 2008 crisis, while concerned about their financial condition, 
which required them to pay higher interest rates to borrow from other banks. The 
concerns of a government bailout could have encouraged such actions. Recent 
developments have shown that it has become a challenge for financial institutions to 
prove they are not guilty. In the chapters to follow, let us recap the current global 
financial crisis, and see how they have resulted in various regulatory reforms in place.
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In 2013 Basel 3 had come up with revisions in liquidity coverage ratio. 
Banks would only have to meet 60% of the Liquidity coverage ratio 
obligations by 2015, and the full rule would be phased in annually through 
2019. The longer time-table for applying would ensure costs are spread 
gradually. It will also kick-start the mortgage backed securities market.

The Global regulatory reforms and the transformation in global financial 
architecture after the crisis impacted Universal Banking Groups. 
Universal Banks have abandoned business and locations, through forced 
disposals or severe cost –cutting. They are also revisiting their strategies 
in business lines such as equity derivatives and fixed income. Some of 
them focused on asset management while others exited or rebalanced 
the equity business. In a world of lower leverage the old investment 
models don’t work anymore.
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Global Governance has called for a coordinated effort to stop 
international tax evasion, urging governments to systematically share 
bank data and also to measure the tax havens. Offshore tax havens have 
defrauded the world. There is nothing Offshore everything has to be 
onshore, transparency is a better perspective. Lot of unaccounted money 
has been hoarded in the name of offshore banking. It needs to be 
measured, managed and controlled. Every government has to come to 
terms on transparency. The automatic exchange of tax data, an approach 
which United States has adopted will represent a major change from the 
current procedures. The Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, (FATCA) 
has given impetus for this new approach. Tax Havens may become less 
attractive Business Models.
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Portugal became the third European nation to accept a financial bailout to 
the tune of €78 billion in May 2011.under the terms of the deal,Portugal 
agreed to a number of measures to incease its tax revenue and reduce 
spending, by cutting the public sector wage bill,freezing wages and limiting 
job promotion,increasing  sales tax on itmes such as cars and 
tobacco,privatising stakes in national energy companies,selling its national 
airline and reducing the most generous state pensions. 

In Oct 2011 Greece received another bailout worth €130 billion. As part of 
this agreement, Greece’s private creditors had to take losses on Greek 
depts. The bailout was required to ease its debt burden. A default would 
have resulted in Greece leaving the Euro

In March 2013 Eurozone finance ministers have agreed a 10bn-euro bailout 
package for Cyprus to save it from bankruptcy. In return, Cyprus is being 
asked to trim its deficit, shrink its banking sector and increase taxes. All bank 
deposits under €100,000 will be secured and guaranteed by the state. Laiki 
Bank was restructured by splitting off its troubled assets into a bad bank. 
Accounts with no problem would be transferred to the nation’s largest 
financial institution, the Bank of Cyprus. 

In the European Union monetary policy is in the hands of the European 
central bank, However fiscal policy with national governments to impose 
central discipline .there were two areas which draw attention on account of 
this arrangement. Firstly it suffered in comparison to the US ,where the 
existence of a sizeable federal budget means there can be the transfer of 
resources within the economy, where it  is more restrictive in the European 
union. Secondly it allowed countries to take advantage of the collective 
security provided by the European central bank ,but was not fully in 
compliance with the fiscal policy. 
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Global  banks  and  Indian  corporations  are  also  
considering full-fledged banking  operations  in  India. 
According  to  Price Waterhouse  Coopers  (PWC),  banking  
assets  of  emerging nations are likely to overtake that of G7 
economies by 2050,with India likely  to emerge as  the third  
largest domestic banking market  in  the  world  in  the  
next  three  decades.  With an encouraging regulatory 
framework in a growing economy, Indian players and 
foreigners alike should strive to obtain new licenses and also 
expand on new products in the coming years.  
The Indian financial services sector has huge potential for 
global players. Inflation in India has remained quite high in 
recent times. India also has a huge current account deficit and 
a huge fiscal deficit. This deficit also impacted the rupee, 
which fell substantially in 2012& 2013. Capital markets also 
fell as a result. The key challenges for India include bringing 
down current account and fiscal deficit to acceptable levels, 
revive economic growth and keep inflation under control. A 
stable politicalscenario will give impetus to government to pass 
the reforms without much opposition and thereby enable India 
to face its economic challenges better. As industrial activity 
in China has weakened, the country has seen a gradual 
economic slowdown, especially in the base metal and industrial 
machinery sectors. The Chinese Central Bank recently cut 
rates to provide easing measures for the economy. In 2009, 
China was regarded to be the savior for the world economy 
after launching an aggressive stimulus program, which allowed 
it to forge ahead. 
The emerging economies are witnessing significant challenges 
in 2013 such as slowdown in economic growth, surging 
inflation and huge fiscal and current account deficit. The 
financial markets are witnessing swings on concerns of 
possible tapering by US Fed Reserve. The emerging market 
currencies (except china) have taken a huge hit and the capital 
markets continue to be volatile. In June 2013 Chinese capital 
market collapsed on account of liquidity squeeze in their 
banking sector. India has also brought many measures to fight 
the currency volatility. The huge swings in currency market has 
once again revived the fears of 1997 Asian financial crisis. On 
the whole emerging economies have taken a back seat in 
2013.
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Abenomics aims to expand the economy of Japan, through a 
combination of measures such as aggressive quantitative 
easing from the Bank of Japan, a surge in public infrastructure 
spending, and the devaluation of the yen. Bank of Japan will 
buy ¥7tn yen of government bonds each month with the aim of 
rekindling demand and pushing up prices and wages.  The 
Bank of Japan will continue easing until inflation stabilizes at 2 
percent. The Japanese yen had breached 100 against the US 
dollar in May 2013 and the Nikkei index had gone up close to 
50% before coming down. The risk of currency war has once 
again arisen with the Japanese Yen weakening against major 
currencies in 2013. 

We are witnessing swings in emerging and Asian economies 
currencies on account of possible tapering by the US Federal 
Reserve. This may have wide ranging implications on the 
Global trade. The Quantiative easing measures adopted by 
various Central banks had contributed to the currency volatility. 
However the withdrawal of such measures by US Federal 
Reserve also  has increased currency volatility , particularly in 
the Asian and emerging economies. 
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The Proposed US currency bill would allow the U.S 
government to impose additional duties on products from 
countries that subsidize exports by undervaluing their 
currencies.   However, there is a risk that if the legislation 
passes, it could trigger a trade war between these two major 
economies in the world. The recent economic indicators of the 
U.S economy would also be appropriately considered before 
passing such legislation.   The Yuan has gained against the 
dollar since June 2010 after the peg was removed. 

The US government will reach its debt limit by mid-October 
unless Congress acts quickly.If the debt ceiling debate heats 
up to the point that it is seen by the Fed as that which 
dampens consumer confidence the Fed could announce a 
considerably smaller scaling back of its easing than initially 
planned.  
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In June 2013 His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani 
became the Emir of Qatar after  his father  His Highness 
Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani  hands power to him. This 
development paves the way to pursue the development and 
growth process framed by HH the Father Emir Sheikh Hamad 
bin Khalifa al-Thani, giving the country its distinguished 
international position. 

The GCC region is insulated because of economic 
progression, and not isolated from global risks. The 
Quantitative easing and stimulus worked, but we should look 
at the enterprise risk management with a focus on systematic 
risks and market risks. We have to look at the Basel framework, 
and we need to look into liquidity risks. Operational risk needs 
to be fine-tuned again, and credit risk needs to be realigned for 
cross border deals. Liquidity management measures need to 
be realigned for a GCC regulatory framework.

The realignment of capital adequacy norms and the creation 
of risk reserves will be of paramount importance. We must 
conserve reserves and increase the capital. 

Dubai will come out of its downturn. In 2011, Dubai World 
signed a restructuring deal for US$25 billion of debt. As part of 
the deal it will return US$4.4 billion to bank creditors in five 
years and US$10.3 billion in eight years. It will also convert 
US$10.5 billion of loans to the Dubai government as equity. 

lnAugust2011, Nakheel restructured itsdebtofUS$16.06 
billion, which includes US$8.71 billion of government debt to 
be converted into equity. The remaining US$7.9 billion is 
owed to trade creditors and banks. Bank creditors will be 
offered an interest rate of 4 percent over the London Interbank 
Offered Rate LIBOR I EIBOR, and repaid after five years. 
Trade creditors already received 40 per cent of what they 
were owed through cash payments. 
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 EGYPT UNREST – JULY 2013 

The human dignity freedom has been redefined after the Egypt political 
unrest in July 2013. Egypt crisis has global implications and international 
aids are at stake. Their should be functional democracy, political and 
financial stability resulting in gross welfare to the mass. Political tensions 
in Egypt had sent the oil prices on concerns in the Suez Canal and 
emerging markets growth can be at stake. In 2011 the beginning of Arab 
spring sent GCC markets down and bond yields up. Qatar has added 
value to the Arab world. It needs to be seen how politics and economics 
converge. 
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Opportunities and unrest in the Middle East 

Dr. R Seetharaman speaking about opportunities and unrest in the Middle East with CNBC in 
Singapore on 12 August 2013 

Dr. R Seetharaman speaking about Gulf Bank seeking growth overseas with Bloomberg on 

30 May 2013 













   EPILOGUE 

If we analyze closely, there are definitely signs that we are now in
the second phase of the global financial crisis. Lessons learned 
from the initial wave of crisis should effectively be used to reduce 
the impact on the global economy. And this is exactly where a firm 
global governance framework will come to work. If a transparent 
and foolproof governance system is in place, the new wave will
pass without major damage. My philosophy is "Economies and 
corporations are self-balanced through   God's   Global 
Governance". Economies, institutions and individuals need to
follow governance. It can be called corporate governance for 
institutions, and global governance for economies. Individuals are 
affected by corporate governance and global governance due to
the    links    with institutions and economies, respectively. 
Sustainability is the key for long-term growth. If it had not been for 
the crisis, emerging economies may have not realized their 
strengths, and advanced economies would have continued to 
leverage. People, politics and policies are supposed to converge.

The global financial sector  will  witness  significant changes on 
account of the current global crisis. In response to the crisis, global 
regulatory reforms have been actively reviewed under the 
leadership of G20 countries and in co-ordination with the financial 
stability Board (FSB), International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the 
Bank for International settlements (BIS). G20 has also noted the 
progress achieved by the Global Partnership for Financial 
Inclusion (GPFI) in implementing the Financial Inclusion Action Plan. 
The GPFI is expected to expand the G20 Basic Set of Financial 
Inclusion Indicators to cover innovative approaches, quality of 
products, financial literacy and consumer protection. The world is 
getting manipulated, and liquidity is only driving the 
markets.Currencies and interest rates have witnessed significant 
volatility.Moral and ethical governance  is  the key   for 
sustainability. The current realignment of the global architecture 
will support the achievement of one of the eight UN Millennium 
development goals  to  develop a  global   partnership  
for development,"which aims  to  further  develop an  open,
rule-based, predictable,  non-discriminatory trading and financial 
system. This would include a commitment to good governance, 
development, and  poverty  reduction, both nationally and 
internationally. Economies need to integrate the principles  of 
sustainable development into their policies and programs, 
and reverse the loss of environmental resources. This will also 



enable such economies to achieve the UN Millennium 
Development Goal of "ensuring environmental sustainability." 
The crisis is an opportunity to create a better world, based on 
sound transparent principles and ethics. This crisis is also an 
opportunity for real economies to    prosper, and financial 
economies to correct their values to become real and more 
ethical so that the world becomes a better place. 


